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Samhain 2011 

Welcome to the Final Harvest!!! 

 

We have come to the end of 

the year and continue our 

decent into the dark. We see 

the changes around us in 

nature but do we see changes 

without ourselves? These 

changes could be so subtle 

that we don’t perceive them. I 

have noticed the past several 

years that I turn within during 

this time of year. I have often 

wondered why and attribute it 

to my birthday in December. 

This year I will turn 50 and I 

am amazed because I don’t 

feel that old. I spend time with myself just being in the stillness of the year. In this issue 

there are two articles from Pagan Every Day by Barbara Ardinger relating to silence and 

its importance. 

 

One of the themes for this time of year is honoring our ancestors and our mother line. 

My grandmother’s birthday was October 29th and I always spend some time in 

meditation with her. She was the first generation from Hungary. I remember a time we 

went to a Hungarian restaurant. She was so excited to speak Hungarian with the staff. 

Even as a child I knew how important this was for her. She was the most important 

person in my life growing up. I knew I could always count on her for love and comfort. 

When she crossed over it was as if a piece of me went with her. It was a loss I have not 

been able to fill. I am thankful for the people that have entered my life. It is my 

grandmother’s unconditional love that is hard to replace. 
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May you all be blessed with unconditional love and comfort as we continue our travels 

into the dark. 

 

Blessings of the Season, 

Dawn 

The artwork, Newcomers, was created by Orna Ben-Shoshan in 1999. Please visit About 

the Artist to learn more about Orna and her art. 
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Angrboða and her Children and Our Shadow Selves by Deanne Quarrie 

 

We have very little upon which to base our knowledge of the ancient “beings” of Norse 

mythology. Bits and pieces have been handed down to us, first written after thousands 

of years of oral storytelling and then done so in cryptic poetry by those who were not 

necessarily “believers.” 

 

There is a rich heritage of stories, all reflecting human nature, portrayed for us in a series 

of events with a cast of characters that includes giants, god and goddess, elves, dwarves, 

humans, birds, reptiles and animals. These stories all revolve around ancient people born 

of the creative force of ice and fire, all living with nine realms, on or around a giant tree 

named Yggdrasill. 

 

These stories, as with all mythology, give us glimpses into our own character and nature. 

They help us, if we look close enough, to understand and to work through the many 

difficulties we encounter in our lives. 

 

In the land of the Northern Europeans, the very first beings were the giants and 

giantesses. I call them the Jötunn folk for they come from the realm of Jötunheimr. Since 

beginning my studies on the Seidr path, a fascination with the Jötunn folk has been 

building for me. These are the Giantesses of Norse Mythology whom I believe to be like 

ancient giantesses portrayed all over the world (one example the Cailleach). 

 

The one that is calling to me at the moment is Angrboða and her three children. She is 

known as the Hag of Iron Wood, one of the witches of Iron Wood who are a group of 

giantesses that gave birth to fierce wolves. Angrboða took Loki as her consort, and as a 

product of that union, gave birth to Fenrir, Jormungandr, and Hela. 

 

Angrboða was called Hag, but this comes to us in the same way as Hagia, meaning wise. 

She was the tribal wise woman of the Nine Clans of Iron Wood, often referred to as the 

chief of chieftains. The Iron Wood Clan were known to be werewolves – some staying in 

animal form, others shapeshifting at will to other forms, some were feathered and some 

scaled. 
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So it comes as no surprise that the children of Angrboða were a wolf, a serpent, and a 

woman, half-dead/ half-alive. Angrboða is a grief-giver. Her name means “foreboding” 

and she ultimately functions as the giantess who undoes creation or brings about 

destruction through each of her children. 

 

If anyone has heard of her at all, it is usually through her relationship with Loki who is 

much more well-known because he travels throughout all of the realms, while 

Angrboða, for the most part, remains in Jötunheimr. Loki is a pretty slick “dude,” quite 

androgynous in looks and a smooth talker. He is a trickster and manages to win most to 

his side. 

 

Angrboða reveals herself to us primarily as a mother figure or a Mother Goddess, if you 

will, for surely these ancient giantesses were goddesses in their own right. And she 

becomes a Mother Goddess because we know of her through her children. She is 

however, much more. In her stories we can find all aspects of the goddess in her. 

In the time that these stories originated, marriage was not as we know it today. It is 

often thought that she was married to Loki but in fact, he was her consort. He had 

another wife and Angrboða, in her wisdom, never prevented him from traveling where 

he chose to be. And so he only spent some of his time with her. I believe it suited them 

both! 

 

They chose to bring three children into the world and no more. As shared above, these 

children were Fenrir, a wolf, Jormungandr, a serpent and Hela, the half-dead/half-alive 

woman. 

 

Angrboða’s children give us a great opportunity to explore our own shadow nature - 

that which we hide in all its perceived ugliness. And Angrboða, as their mother, gives us 

a beautiful example of unconditional mother love, a mother loving her children in the 

darkest of ugliness. 

 

Fenrir is a terrible monster in the shape of a wolf. There was a story that one day, Fenrir 

would be responsible for the destruction of the world, and so they did everything in 

their power to destroy him before he could. After many attempts to chain him, with 

each chain being too weak to hold him, they appealed to the dwarves to create a chain 
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that could contain him. And so they did. In the process of getting this chain on him, 

Fenrir bites Tyr’s hand off and ultimately consumes Odinn—the wise one. 

 

Fenrir serves as the raw, passionate power of women from which we may feel 

overwhelmed by or deny or suppress. When we read of Fenrir’s passion, his fierceness, 

and his raw power, we can look within our own lives for this, living in a patriarchal 

society in which so much of who we are is, or can be, suppressed. Through Fenrir the 

patriarchal-based Norse cosmology ends—Fenrir cannot ultimately be contained no 

matter how hard Odinn tries. This tells us that no matter how hard we try to suppress 

this power and passion, it is there and something we need to learn how to be 

comfortable with, for within it is a divine creative ability, meant for us to use. 

 

On to the next sibling … At one time, Jormungandar lived in Asgard, another realm of 

the Norse. He was cast out by Odinn and banished to the sea surrounding Midgard (the 

home of humans) and it was Odinn’s hope that he would be consumed in the waves. 

However, rather than be consumed, Jormungandar thrived and pretty soon all the fish 

had been eaten and the water levels fell so low that Jormungandar encircled the entire 

planet. He is the serpent that wraps around and contains Midgardr. Jormungandar holds 

the world together preventing disorder and chaos from ensuring, until Thor comes 

along and disrupts everything; the serpent rises and unleashes poison into the world 

and the world fragments. 

 

Again we see the ugliness of shadow and the suppression of the energy available for 

creative uses. In learning of his story we need to ask, "How do I feel that I hold things 

together in my life and for those around me? What would happen if I let go? What 

“poison” do I fear they have or might become unleashed if that were to happen? 

And lastly, we have Hela, who is the half-living/half-dead goddess. She was cast into the 

netherworld to care for those souls who did not die in battle. Her realm is called 

Helheim. She accepts all into her realm and is who decides what is to become of each 

soul who arrives. Helheim is a shelter rather than a “hell” as often portrayed by 

Christians. It is where souls gather until they reincarnate. As the keeper of the dead, she 

is always in a state between the light and the dark. 

 

Many believe that our shadow nature is made up of those negative traits we wish to 

hide and not acknowledge. However, the other side of that, also a part of our shadow, 
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are all of those brilliant things we could do – the talents and gifts that we have that we 

do not use. And so like Hela, we live between light and dark. 

 

We need to ask ourselves, what aspects of our lives that we carry around and are afraid 

to let go of are no longer breathing life into us? How do these aspects also give us 

power and discernment? What aspects of ourselves do we fear to develop or push aside 

for less important things? 

 

These are all the parts of us. We are both light and dark. We would not be who we are 

without every aspect of our being. We wreak havoc in our lives when we suppress, 

ignore, stifle and shut down these aspects within us. As Angrboða, we must mother 

ourselves; give ourselves unconditional love, even in our ugliness, for in our ugliness, lies 

great power to create beauty in our lives and in the lives of others. 

 

About Deanne: 

Deanne is a Priestess of The Goddess, and author of four books. She is an adjunct 

professor at Ocean Seminary College, teaching classes on the Ogham, Ritual Creation, 

Ethics for Neopagan Clergy, and exploring Sensory Awareness. She is the founder of 

Global Goddess, a worldwide organization open to all women who honor some form of the 

divine feminine, as well as The Apple Branch - A Dianic Tradition where she mentors 

women who wish to serve as priestesses. 

http://applebranch.org The Apple Branch 

http://blueroebuck.com The Blue Roebuck 

 

  

http://applebranch.org/
http://blueroebuck.com/
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Posted October 30th, 2011 by Anonymous 

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

 

Alternative Realities lie parallel to the world we are familiar with.  

 

Orna Ben-Shoshan's artwork gives the viewer a rare and insightful visit to places beyond 

consciousness. Her paintings release the imagination and extend the limits of ordinary 

perception. In her colorful scenes, which take place in a distant world, creatures and 

objects interact in unpredictable ways and are uninfluenced by the laws of physics.  

 

Artist Orna Ben-shoshan receives the images she paints through channeling. Unlike 

most artists, all of her paintings are completed in her mind before she transfers them 

onto the canvas. Orna's works infuse deep spiritual experience with subtle humor.  

 

Critics remark that each of her pieces is 

a world unto itself. The images are 

executed with intricate detail and 

seasoned by a multitude of colors and 

decorative patterns that are influenced 

by her work as a designer. During her 

career as a fine artist for the past twenty 

years, Orna has created a large body of 

work and is presently focusing on oil 

paintings. In addition to oil paintings, 

she creates computer art. These images 

are transformed into hand-decorated 

prints on canvas. Currently she also 

works as a freelance illustrator and 

textile designer. 

 

Orna Ben-Shoshan was born in Kibbutz Yifaat, Israel, in 1956. She received her training 

as a graphic designer in Tel-Aviv. In 1982 she moved to the U.S. where she lived for 

fifteen years. 

 

Since her first one person show in 1983 (Lancaster, PA) Orna has exhibited her work in 
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museums and galleries throughout the U.S. and abroad, including "ART EXPO N.Y." in 

1996. She has recieved several awards, such as the "Grumbacher Award" from the 

Copley Society of Boston. Her work was published in "Yoga Journal" and by "Recycled 

Paper Products". She is also featured in the 10th edition of "The Encyclopedia of Living 

Artists". 

 

Orna returned to Israel in 1996 where she is continuing to work from her studio in 

Ra'anana. Her first one person show in Israel took place at "Tzavta", Tel-Aviv, in 1998 

and won remarkable reviews. Since then, she has been exhibiting her art at numerous 

one-person and group shows in Israel and Europe. 

 

View her artwork and become enchanted by an astounding world, where anything is 

possible. Snatch this opportunity to enrich your imagination, expand your horizons and 

become familiar with a rapidly rising and talented artist. You will be captivated, exited, 

enthralled and inspired... Please visit Orna Ben-Shoshan’s website at: http://www.ben-

shoshan.com to see more beautiful pieces. 

 

Ask Your Mama by Mama Donna Henes 

 

Are you cyclically confused? In a ceremonial quandary? Completely clueless? 

Wonder no more. 

*Ask Your Mama™ 

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Spirituality and Didn’t Know Who 

to Ask™ 

by 

©Mama Donna Henes, Urban Shaman 

A Question of Ceremonial Appropriation 

Dear Mama Donna, 

The rituals that I was raised with leave me cold. I am fascinated by the religious customs 

of other cultures. Specifically, I am drawn to certain aspects of Oriental and Native 

American traditions that I would like to incorporate into my life, but I am worried about 

being derivative and exploitative. 

Starving in San Francisco 

 

http://www.ben-shoshan.com/
http://www.ben-shoshan.com/
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Dear Starving, 

Humankind has developed an extraordinary range of spiritual belief and practice over 

time. We can expand our ritual horizons by exploring the ways that different people 

have developed to mark the universal cycles of the seasons and the seasons of their 

lives. This study helps us to identify and appreciate the value in our own personal and 

inherited traditions, while at the same time learning to honor what is true and good in 

every heritage and chosen path. 

 

Little did my father realize that when he dropped us off at Temple Sunday School every 

week, I would see my younger brother to his classroom, then split the building and go 

to church. Every Sunday I would choose a different denomination to attend. It wasn’t 

that I was particularly interested in changing my religion. It was simply my way of 

traveling. I was a senior in high school and I wanted to see what was out there. 

 

I still explore. I collect holidays as you would recipes or CD’s. I celebrate everything! This 

winter, for example, I attended festivals for Divali, Chanukah, Christmas, Kwanzaa, and 

Three Kings Day as well as the Solstice. The way I see it is that every holiday offers a 

unique selection of food, music, dance, stories, and interesting customs. There is always 

some element that I can personally identify with, some poignant piece I can carry away 

and employ to enrich my own existence. There is always a lesson worth learning. 

We all have much to learn from each other, and much to teach, as well. When we feel 

that our own culture is completely lacking in meaningful ritual, we might be tempted to 

adopt or emulate another tradition. But no matter how interesting, enlightening, and 

inspiring we find another culture, we can’t just put on the ritual way of others as if it 

were a costume. Imitation, in this case, is the ultimate form not of flattery but of 

disrespect. It is never appropriate to expropriate. 

 

Yet, we live on a small planet and our world is becoming ever more intimately and 

inextricably interconnected by transportation, telecommunication, media, financial, and 

computer networks. As peoples and cultures meet and mix they tend to blend. This 

cross-fertilization results in an authentic evolution of ritual tradition which produces 

completely new, yet uniquely appropriate custom. Today, we are all spiritual-mixed- 

breeds to some extent, tapping our toes to the same world beat. 
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In the process of living our lives, we all develop our own personal traditions, which may 

augment or replace entirely the religious traditions of our heritage. We each create 

idiosyncratic ceremonial expressions, which reflect our ancestry, our personal history, 

our particular temperament, our experience, our preference, our aesthetic and moral 

values; our own quirky take on life. We repeat what we like, drop what we don’t. By 

incorporating what is truly meaningful to us, we take a tradition and make it our own. 

Thanksgiving is a perfect example. It is the great All-American adaptable ritual. The 

menu is always identical, but for that one out-of-place-item which expresses a certain 

regional, ethnic, or cultural taste. I learned this delicious fact first hand during the many 

Thanksgiving dinners that I have been privileged to share with families across the United 

States. The Manganello family feast featured turkey and all the trimmings and lasagna. 

The Quans served turkey, all the trimmings and white rice. The Castros added yellow rice 

and beans. The Robinson clan had turkey and all the trimmings and macaroni and 

cheese and collard greens and potato salad. 

 

Start by exploring your own community. San Francisco, like New York, is a fascinating 

international city that offers a rich cornucopia of ritual wealth. One of my favorite 

pastimes here in the Big Apple is to ride the subway watching the folks read their 

newspapers and realizing that every paper along the line is in a different language! I 

once gave a talk about Seasonal Rituals Around the World at a junior high school in 

Queens where 62 nationalities were represented in the student body. 

 

Diversity is the great strength of the human race. Don’t stand on ceremony -- savor it! 

Sample the rich smorgasbord of foods, music, dance, literature, and philosophy, which 

surround you. Talk to the elders who remember the old traditions. Talk to neighbors, 

shopkeepers, and strangers. Attend folk festivals, performances, educational programs, 

and multi-cultural events. Visit a variety of ethnic stores, restaurants, museums, and 

places of worship. 

 

Take a class. Learn another language and look for local opportunities to practice your 

new communication skills. I know exactly one word in Arabic remembered from a long 

ago trip to Morocco – shokrun, which means thank you. Every time I eat a falafel or shop 

in an Islamic owned corner store, I say “shokrun.” That one single word has led to many 

stimulating conversations. 
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Whenever I eat at my local Dominican coffee shop, I always order in Spanish. For the 

longest time, everyone from the waitress to the countermen would answer in English, 

because they, too, wanted to hone their new language skills. But eventually, they began 

to respond in Spanish and help me as I struggled to expand my feeble vocabulary. It has 

been a great help to me and a wonderful way to share some cultural information and 

insights. 

 

Live your daily life as though you are on a grand tour around the world. And, exactly as 

if you were traveling abroad, if you are sincerely interested and polite, friendly and 

respectful, you will be welcomed and treated as an honored guest wherever you go. 

Bon Appetite, 

Mama Donna 

 

“Like the bee gathering honey from the different flowers, the wise person accepts the 

essence of the different scriptures and sees only the good in all religions.” 

—Gandhi 

*Are you cyclically confused? In a ceremonial quandary? Completely clueless? Wonder 

no more. *Send your questions about seasons, cycles, celebrations, ceremonies and 

spirit to Mama Donna at: CityShaman@aol.com 

************************************************************** 

Donna Henes is an internationally renowned urban shaman, ritual expert, award-winning 

author, popular speaker and workshop leader whose joyful celebrations of celestial events 

have introduced ancient traditional rituals and contemporary ceremonies to millions of 

people in more than 100 cities since 1972. She has published four books, a CD, an 

acclaimed Ezine and writes for The Huffington Post and UPI Religion and Spirituality 

Forum. Mama Donna, as she is affectionately called, maintains a ceremonial center, spirit 

shop, ritual practice and consultancy in Exotic Brooklyn, NY where she works with 

individuals, groups, institutions, municipalities and corporations to create meaningful 

ceremonies for every imaginable occasion. 

www.DonnaHenes.net 

www.TheQueenOfMySelf.com 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donna_Henes 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Queen_of_My_Self 

Watch her videos: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/MamaDonnaHenes 

mailto:CityShaman@aol.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Queen_of_My_Self
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Follow her on Twitter: 

http://twitter.com/queenmamadonna 

Connect with her on Facebook: 

http://www.facebook.com/#/donnahenes?ref=profile 

Read her on the Huffington Post: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/donna-henes/ 

Read her on Beliefnet: 

http://blog.beliefnet.com/thequeenofmyself/ 

 

Book Excerpt: Secret Lives: Chapter 17 - In the Place Between the Worlds 

by Barbara Ardinger, PhD 

(A note from Dawn “Belladonna” Thomas: I was lucky enough to review Barbara 

Ardinger’s latest book, Secret Lives. My review can be found in the Autumn Equinox issue. 

In this excerpt we are witnessing a Samhain celebration. The women in this story range 

from maidens to crones. This is just a part of their story…) 

* * * * 

The wheel of karma pauses till the truth be known. The cycles of our lives mesh and part 

and touch again till our souls be known. The wheel of the year turns and returns from time 

out of mind until our seasons be known. Welcome to this night out of time in the place 

between the worlds. 

 

To some guests, it was the stuffed owl atop the hall clock that spoke. To others, it was 

the jack o’ lantern with the red candle shining inside. Others were greeted by the gold 

and silver mask that seemed to hover near the wall. And for still others, the voice rose 

out of the large cast-iron cauldron on the floor. The voice was Herta’s, but where was 

the hostess? A circle itself, the taped greeting looped on and on until everyone had 

arrived. 

 

Thirty-odd guests, costumed more or less imaginatively, wound through the rooms on 

the ground floor of Herta’s house. The furniture in the living room had been pushed 

back against the walls, which, like the windows, had been draped with swaths of red 

gauze. Red and black candles twinkled among apples and pomegranates on end tables, 

and a skull (borrowed from Brooke’s office) looked out from a sheaf of dried wheat and 

leaves on the mantel. “Look,” someone said, “the clock’s been stopped at midnight.” 

http://blog.beliefnet.com/thequeenofmyself/
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“And there’s a skeleton sitting in that chair,” someone else said. “It’s better than 

Disneyland,” another guest remarked. 

 

The dining room furniture had likewise been pushed out of the way, and refreshments 

created by a circle of superb cooks were set out in the kitchen. In the small downstairs 

bedroom next to the kitchen were two card tables that would be used off and on 

through the night for readings: by Rev. Donnathea for tarot, by Holde for psychometry, 

and by Gwennie V. Glider for numerology. 

* * * * 

Gwennie smiled bashfully. “I’m learning that things aren’t just black and white like she 

says.” 

 

Margaretta, a magnificent, iridescent bird with towering indigo and silver plumage, 

nodded. “That’s an important lesson, Gwennie. You’re fortunate to be learning it so 

young.” 

 

“Do you think those Wiccan college students have learned anything by now?” 

They both smiled, having heard that the three students were still unable utter a word 

about magic or witches. Then Gwennie returned to her calculations. “Well, ‘Margaretta’ 

adds up to 5, which is the number of change and … well, some writers say, of sexual 

passion…” 

 

Cairo, who had been watching silently, grinned, touched her lover’s cheek, and left the 

room. She strolled through the kitchen and into the dining room. 

 

“My dear Miss Bergman!” It was Neill, dressed in vaguely Faustian robes and a tall, furry, 

peaked hat. “That is a stunning costume, but I’m not sure I grasp the significance of the 

snake around your shoulders.” 

 

Cairo patted the realistic stuffed serpent. “This is Margaretta’s vision of the Mother 

Oracle of Delphi. I’m the Pythoness. This is the Python.” 

* * * * 

Cairo moved through the living room, passing Sophie and Warren as Winnie the Pooh 

and a very tall Tigger. Laughing, she accepted a fingerful of hunny from their jar, then 
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moved on, licking her finger, to greet Macha, who wore the crimson gown and blue 

mantle of the Virgin Mary and carried a golden crescent moon wound with red roses. 

 

“Blessed Virgin, I greet you.” She bowed. 

 

The Christian Mother Goddess bowed back. 

 

A minute later, Cairo came upon Julia, who was indeed dressed as Lady Annis of the 

Island, her hair teased up fearsomely, black kohl lining her eyes, an unlit firebrand in her 

hand. 

 

“This is the Hag’s Holy Eve,” Lady Annis said, “and I am the Hag. Listen to my teachings. 

Accept my protection.” 

 

“I listen,” Cairo said. “I accept.” She wasn’t sure whether she should smile or bow. 

“There’s more than meets the eye here, isn’t there? You’re not just in costume.” 

Julia nodded. “Tonight I embody the Hag. The veil between the worlds is thin, and I 

come with answers to questions not yet asked. I am the solution to all riddles, the end 

and the beginning of all life.” 

 

“Blessed be. Welcome, Holy Lady, and be with us in peace this night and forever after.” 

The Hag touched Cairo’s heart and lips with the brand, then bowed and moved on. 

Across the room, she met young Dorothy Gale, dressed in her familiar blue-check 

pinafore and ruby-red shoes, with Toto (stuffed) in her basket. “Little Sister,” said the 

Hag, “I bless you on this night.” 

 

Janie looked up solemnly. “Thank you, Black Crone. Will you bless my dog, too?” 

“Toto, too.” 

 

“The book’s wrong, isn’t it? And the movie? There really aren’t any wicked witches. Or 

any dumb white witches.” 

 

“Child, you are wise beyond your years.” 

 

“Have you seen my grandma yet? She’s a red witch.” 
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“Red is an appropriate color for this holy night. It’s the color of life and rebirth, which 

always follow destruction.” 

 

“That’s what Grandma told me.” 

 

Julia nodded and circled on through the party. When she met Emma Clare, who was 

dressed as an approximation of Cinderella’s Fairy Godmother from the Disney movie, 

she couldn’t help smile. “Mother, it’s wonderful!” The two bowed and blessed each 

other, one with her firebrand, the other with her star-filled plastic wand. 

* * * * 

Jacoba joined them, a drink in one hand. She was wearing a curly yellow wig, a thrift-

shop evening gown, and lavender satin elbow-length sleeves. A pig nose covered most 

of her face. 

 

Julia burst out laughing. “Holy Cow—I mean, Sow. Great Muppet Goddess, I greet you!” 

“Moi is delighted to be here,” Jacoba replied in a falsetto voice, and when Emma Clare, 

looking puzzled, said, “Who—” they exclaimed in unison: “Miss Piggy!” 

* * * * 

And on and on the people circled through the celebration of the time that is no time in 

the place between the worlds, meeting and greeting each other, touching in real life and 

in the magical life. 

 

At last, at a signal from her older daughter that all guests had arrived, Herta descended 

from above. She was wearing a full, red velvet robe and a cape that trailed behind her. 

Covering her silver hair was a veil of red and silver, a sparkling rhinestone circlet set 

upon it. A large silver moon lay upon her breast, both ceremonial rings encircled her 

fingers, and she carried a long copper wand entwined with semi-precious stones and 

capped with a large quartz crystal. 

 

“Sisters. Brothers. And friends. Bright blessings to you all! You are all welcome here. 

Tonight we celebrate the ancient holy night also called Samhain after the Celtic god, 

Samana, the Lord of Death. He is the Leveler, the Grim Reaper. He is the leader of the 

ancestral ghosts, the Harvester of all who live and die and are reborn. Welcome! Let the 

celebration continue.” 
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“You run into her at Sears or someplace,” said Hannah, who was dressed in a turquoise 

artist’s smock and purple tights, “and she’s just another lady. She doesn’t look a bit 

special or different. But here? She’s got a real flair for drama, doesn’t she?” 

“Drama’s an important part of magic,” Sophie replied, “and she understands the drama 

of true mystery. Though she doesn’t show off, like some we could name, she’s got real 

power. That’s why she’s the one that leads the circle. You shoulda seen her a few years 

ago, when she used to draw down the moon every quarter.” 

 

“It was wondrous to behold,” said Margaretta, who was holding the cat like a fat baby 

and rubbing her stomach. The cat’s eyes were closed, her front paws (booties long 

gone) working against a silver feather. “When she embodied the Goddess, we all 

shivered.” The cat’s ears swiveled. “We knew the real power, the real glory, and we saw it 

on earth then. She’d glow for days afterward.” 

 

“Good fer her,” the cat muttered. “Good ta hear it.” 

 

“There is so much power!” said Verlea. She wore the robes of a Dahomean queen 

tonight. “And the mysteries are real. The mysteries of all our cultures. All our ancestors.” 

 

“As I’m only beginning to learn,” Hannah admitted. 

 

“Why, girl, we’re all learning, all the time. And the world is only beginning to learn the 

true source of our mystery and power.” 

* * * * 

“But I haven’t done any scrying in years,” Cairo was protesting. “Let someone who’s 

clairvoyant do it. I’m out of practice.” 

 

“You have always underestimated your abilities,” Herta replied calmly. “But we know the 

true source of your stories.” 

 

“It’s my imagination. Pure research. I don’t do any scrying anymore.” 

 

“Imagination is more than invention,” Macha said. “It’s Seeing.” 

 

“And we’re here to see the truth,” Warren said. 
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“There’s more than one kind of research, too,” said Wendell, placing a chair behind 

Cairo. He took a seat to her left and smiled at Rachel, who had seated herself between 

him and Warren. 

 

“Come, dear,” said Herta. “You know you were always the best with our old witches’ 

mirror.” 

 

Finally letting herself be persuaded, the Pythoness stood before the old, slightly convex 

mirror. It was backed in nonreflective black instead of silver and framed in mulberry, a 

wood long considered to be symbolic of knowledge, wisdom, and divination. The frame 

had been carved into a vining design from which faces peeked out here and there 

among the leaves. An inlaid silver moon shone at the top of the frame, there were fine 

silver spiders webs at the four “corners” of the circle, and a line of runes was carved 

around the base. 

 

Cairo studied the mirror for a long minute, then caught Margaretta’s eye. “You can still 

do it, my love,” the artist whispered. 

 

“Well, all right. Everyone who wants to, get in a circle around the table, alternating male 

and female energies as much as possible. Someone turn out the electric lights and bring 

three candles. Here, so they’ll reflect properly.” She moved the tall red tapers until she 

was satisfied, then sat in the high-backed chair and adjusted them again. 

 

“We need the four elements,” said Holde, who wore the deerskin clothing, blanket, and 

beads of a medicine woman, three beaded feathers tied in her hair. She untied one and 

laid it to the right of the mirror. “Air.” 

 

Verlea took a necklace of red and black beads of volcanic glass from her neck and laid it 

to the left of the mirror. “Fire.” 

 

Milly brought a tiny ceramic bear from a shelf and placed it on the table between Cairo 

and the mirror. “Earth.” 

 

The gorilla—finally revealed to be a mischievous Maude—set a speckled cowrie shell at 

the top of the mirror. “Water.” 
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“Now everyone please join hands and breathe with me,” Cairo said. “And we’ll begin.” 

Just then the cat leaped up on the table, another leaf in her mouth. Assuming her most 

dignified leonine pose, she dropped the leaf. “I’m here if youse girls need me.”Breathing 

deeply and easily together and dismissing awareness of the faint sounds of 

conversations and music in the other rooms, the linked circle sat, all eyes closed, sinking 

into the common trance that would ground and support the work at hand. They soon 

heard the soft hooting of an owl and felt the noiseless flapping of great wings. 

 

The candles flared, then the flames grew very still, and the air itself became an indigo 

void that sparkled with whispers, murmured with unseen hands, and sang with the stars 

and the moon. They had truly entered the place that is no place, the place between the 

worlds where ordinary marvels are born and manifest on every magical day. In their 

trance, they entered the womb of time. 

 

Presently Cairo opened her eyes, and her peripheral vision told her that others were 

doing the same. Not moving, but feeling a familiar warmth and the lazy movement of 

the serpent around her shoulders, she began to gaze dispassionately into the center of 

the deep, black mirror. She remembered the eldest ways and watched and waited for 

the visions she knew would come to the living on this holy night of communication with 

the dead. 

 

The cat had crouched down between two of the candles and was also staring into the 

mirror, a gnomic smile on her face. 

 

It was a time of silence and peace, of reflection and knowing. 

 

Finally, Cairo Saw. Then she spoke, her voice barely audible at first. “I see an old woman. 

She is standing very straight. She’s wearing a red scarf, a babushka. She’s at the head of 

a line of women … no, in the center, and it’s a continuous line of women, a spiral from 

the deepest past we can imagine to beyond us … to a future we cannot imagine.” 

 

They all heard the voice, though whether it came from Cairo’s mouth or from the mirror 

itself, no one could tell. It was accompanied by the sounds of sweet bells. 
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“My blessed great granddaughter, welcome. You have had the Sight since your birth, 

and we have watched over you, played with you, protected you. You grow now into 

Vision. Your power will be great, but you must use it wisely or not at all. Use it with love. 

My precious child, we bless you. Blessings to all in your circle from all in our greater 

circle.” 

 

Eyes wide, Janie looked at the mirror, then simply bowed her head. She could hear her 

grandma weeping. Wordlessly, the girl closed her eyes again and slipped as easily as a 

leaf falls from a tree into her own vision, which she would share with her mom and 

grandma tomorrow. 

 

As Cairo continued to gaze, faces and figures appeared and disappeared. Some she 

recognized, some she did not. Soon the second vision began, and the seeress repeated 

what she heard and saw. 

 

“The standing stones shall dance again,” a harsh voice said. “The witness now finds what 

was lost. Even now, she chooses the powers of water, the tides of truth. She has 

neglected the powers of water in her life … but now the eternal Green Man has returned, 

bringing passion and tears. A … world opens to her, earth … precious … and she is 

sanctified. She will grieve. She will know the ground of wisdom.” Something like a torch 

flared in the mirror, then voice and torch faded and all was silent again. 

 

Another wait. Then, “One times one is three,” a voice deeper than Cairo’s said. “And the 

vanquished messenger’s promise is fulfilled.” Fire rose in the mirror, hot and hungry, and 

they could see bodies in the fire. Struggling women, their mouths open in endless 

screaming. A fair-haired boy surrounded by woven straw, and something dancing 

around him. More women, and children, too, dancing in flames, then rising above their 

pyres. Suddenly everyone sitting around the table could see him. The inquisitor, or 

perhaps his ghost, and he was nodding in satisfaction. He turned to face the robed and 

hooded figures behind him. “I have done my sworn duty … my sworn duty … my sworn 

…” His voice echoed with the tolling of bells and at last faded into silence as the mirror 

went dark once more. 

 

Its surface remained dark, undisturbed, and Cairo sat calmly. 
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A face arose, a stout woman, dark hair parted in the center and swept back into wings 

over her ears. She had large dark eyes, a large strong mouth. Over her head floated a 

folded sheet of paper, then another and another. Voices whispered, “Great Teacher.” 

“Great Fraud.” And the woman replied, “I am the true agent of the Lodge. I have known 

the Hidden Brothers. I have known them, Adepts of many races, initiated in the unknown 

crypts of secret Asia. Many have been called, but few will answer.” She was surrounded 

by a whirlwind of paper, then by great clouds of blue smoke, and then the image faded.  

 

“Well, whaddaya know,” said another voice, more familiar, and the mirror was quiet 

again. 

 

Another stillness, the circle unbroken. Sarah Baxter appeared in the mirror, still smiling 

with her pink rose. Sylphs and gnomes, winking and grinning. An ivory chess queen, 

saying, “Her breast will be invaded and she will see the end of her world. She must look 

again. Look again.” A short, brown-skinned man staring up at the enormous winged 

shadow diving at him. Undines and salamanders frolicking together. A tiny brown 

woman with scarred legs, wearing a feathered cape and walking resolutely along a rocky 

path surrounded by stars. A grim-faced woman who scrutinized Sophie and Warren. “As 

God wills it,” she said, and then she pursed her lips and looked away. 

 

Finally, the image of a coyote, its paw caught in a steel trap with unyielding teeth, a 

skinny, filthy coyote fiercely gnawing its own foot off, trying to chew itself free. 

And now Cairo cried, first with the hurting, then in release. 

 

The circles of the living and the dead had touched once again in the place between the 

worlds on All Hallows Eve. 

 

Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D. (www.barbaraardinger.com), is the author of Pagan Every Day: 

Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives (RedWheel/Weiser, 2006), a unique 

daybook of daily meditations, stories, and activities. Her earlier books are Finding New 

Goddesses, Quicksilver Moon, Goddess Meditations, and Practicing the Presence of the 

Goddess. Her day job is freelance editing for people who don't want to embarrass 

themselves in print. Barbara lives in southern California. To purchase a signed copy of 

Finding New Goddesses, just send Barbara an email at bawriting@earthlink.net 

 

http://www.barbaraardinger.com/
mailto:bawriting@earthlink.net
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Felt Need by Deanne Quarrie 

Originally written for the Global Goddess Oracle Candlemas 2003 

 

Here at home, my partner offers helpful discussion concerning Global Goddess. While 

helpful, the talk is sometimes difficult because I'm not always able to articulate what I'm 

feeling. 

 

Tonight we were talking about how we might accomplish bringing women together 

through Global Goddess, and she posed a question. She said, "I'm a woman in Thousand 

Oaks. What reason would I have for wanting to meet a woman in Ventura?" 

 

First time around, I misunderstood the question. I responded that if that woman in 

Thousand Oaks had no desire to meet a woman from Ventura, then the meeting 

wouldn't happen. 

 

Obtuse, dense I am. 

 

She asked me the same question again. Although stuck in the same mind-set, I kept 

digging deeper for an answer, but still, I wasn't really hearing her question. 

 

Then my partner rephrased her question: "What is your purpose for the energy send 

each Thursday night?" My response to that question was more definitive. 

 

I send energy each week because I know in my heart there are women everywhere who 

feel alone, women who feel unconnected to anyone of like mind. There are women who 

hunger to reach out, who have a need to know someone else feels as they do, someone 

who will understand if they share their feelings at a soul level. 

 

I know such women exist because I have heard them. In my twenty years of priestessing, 

I hear it all the time. I hear from women who have found Goddess, but still are alone. 

They are isolated--or feel they are--and have no idea how to find others, don't know 

where to begin. I send energy for them, as well as for any other woman who feels alone. 

I reach out because they are my Sisters, because I don't want them to feel alone. 
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That said, my partner posed her question, saying "OK, now tell me why that woman in 

Thousand Oaks would want to meet the woman in Ventura? What is her 'felt need'?" 

Our conversation suddenly became illuminated, and I recognized again why it's so 

important for me to be involved with Global Goddess. I had found my "ground" again: 

connecting women! 

 

Let me explain. 

 

Even in a large city, women can feel isolated because they have no idea how to find 

anyone else like them. Finding other women well attuned to each other isn't as hard as 

it used to be. When I lived in the city, feeling alone and isolated, I found others in about 

six months, but I lived in a metropolitan area of almost five million people. 

 

Imagine a woman living in a town of five hundred! She's still alone. She may have a 

store she can drive to, which may take two hours or so, but a single store isn't a lot of 

help on a day-to-day basis. Or maybe she doesn't even know a store exists! How can we 

connect with her? We have the Internet; we have cyberspace. 

 

I'll be the first one to tell you, cyberspace can be pretty real. Cyberspace has brought me 

many friends. Real friends! It even facilitated my relationship with my partner. We met in 

cyberspace, and we are real. Our love is real. All because we dared to meet! 

 

She and I didn't live in the same town. We didn't even live in the same state. We lived 

three thousand miles apart! But we perceived something very special in our relationship, 

and we both felt that meeting would open up a whole new world for us, so we took that 

step and met. The rest is our history. 

 

We all have a need to connect. It is that very "felt need" that brings us to groups on the 

Internet. In essence, cyberspace makes it possible for women everywhere to meet and 

connect, to find and enjoy conversation with others. What an awesome thing we have 

with the Internet! 

 

Early on, I based my career as a priestess on wanting to help women, and facilitated 

connections because I wanted to make it possible for those women who had a felt need 
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to find ways to fill that hunger. As you may have read in my article on the GG web site, 

that's what my collecting of women has been about. 

 

I don't collect women because I personally feel the need to connect. I do so because I 

know others have that felt need, and in helping them meet their needs, mine are 

satisfied. I also know how hard it is to take that first step. I know in my gut that 

sometimes it takes a helping hand, someone to say, "Come to dinner--not sometime--

but how about next Friday night?" 

 

I started collecting women through circles, events, study groups, craft days, talk 

sessions, on the Internet, and in person. In any way I could think of, when women 

showed a desire to participate, I would plan it or help them plan. We read a lot on the 

Global Goddess chat list about political action, taking a stand, organizing, campaigning, 

and helping others. All of those endeavors are great, useful and worthy. But for me, all 

of that political action is secondary to our need to meet each other! 

 

Isn't it mind boggling to think, if you live in Kentucky, that you're ever going to meet 

that woman living in North Carolina? Well, one day you might, but right now it would be 

so much better if you, living in Lexington, Kentucky, could find one other woman in 

Lexington, Kentucky. So do it! Find her! Meet her, have a cup of coffee, maybe lunch. 

Have that first meeting, and begin a new friendship. Plan the second meeting. 

 

Then each of you find one other woman to bring! Now there are four of you! Wow! 

What would you like to do together? Just have coffee and talk? Great! Plan to study 

together? Great! Eat pizza once a month? Wonderful! Do ritual together? Awesome! Join 

with other women for a Gather the Women event? Super! Stand with Women in Black?  

Marvelous! 

 

But first and foremost, find each other! Celebrate a new friendship! Celebrate two, three, 

or even four new friendships! And then imagine all you can do! 

Amazing! 

 

Certainly, some of our connecting is political, but not a lot. Most of it's about women 

getting together, finding each other. Our shared goals are very real-- yes, even huge--

but we can't connect for you. We can be excited about what's possible; we can lead and 
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inspire; we can offer suggestions. We can share what's worked for us, and what hasn't. 

But when all is said and done, women need to get to know each other by reaching out, 

by saying, "Come have a cup of coffee! Come on, let's meet and make a new friend! 

That's where all our projects must begin! 

 

You came to Global Goddess looking for something. You had a "felt need." Your "felt 

need" is the reason we wanted to start Global Goddess, the reason Regina and I began--

took one step together--and brought in Lisa. You! You are the reason. We all care that 

women have an opportunity to meet, that women not feel alone. We care enough about 

our Sisters to support them, and to listen when they need to share their stories. 

That sense of Sisterhood and sharing is where it all begins for us. Once we perceive our 

Sisterhood, and make connections, then we can have solidarity. We can take political 

action together! Then doing something for the public good takes on even greater 

meaning! 

 

There is strength in our Sisterhood. Once we have our connections in place, with that 

strength of purpose, we can begin to reach out to others and do excellent work, always 

keeping in mind that our first good work was in finding each other, and coming 

together face to face! 

 

For anything truly important to happen, first comes the meeting in the place you live. If 

you are the only Global Goddess member in your whole city, go find one other woman. 

With the felt need, it's easier. It pushes you out there! 

 

Perhaps you, too, can see there are women who do want connection, who long for it. So 

go looking for them! Be the one who reaches out a hand, and says, "I am here, Sister!" 

Post Script … a lot of changes have taken place in my life since I wrote this article. The 

“life partner” evaporated just two short weeks after I wrote this but the message remains 

the same. Global Goddess is about making connections! 

 

Goddess for Samhain: Oya with Ritual by Dawn "Belladonna" Thomas  

 

I chose Oya as the mother goddess for Samhain. She originates in the Yoruba region of 

western Africa. She is a goddess of storms on the Niger River. Her name means “she 
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tore” in the Yoruba language, for her winds tear up the river’s calm surface; she is also 

called “mother of nine,” for the nine estuaries of the Niger. She is a warrior goddess as 

well as matron of female leadership, justice and memory. She has been depicted holding 

a flame. 

 

To honor her, buffalo horns were placed on her altar. When not in human form, she was 

a water-buffalo. In one story a hunter saw a buffalo shed its skin and a beautiful woman 

emerged then hid the skin in a thicket of thorns. The hunter stole the skin and forced 

her to become his mate. His other wives were jealous and teased her about being a 

buffalo. In anger she killed them and reclaimed her buffalo skin. She stormed out to the 

fields to find the hunter who betrayed her. He offered her bean fritters if she would 

spare his life. 

 

In addition to bean fritters, those who honor Oya offer her palm wine, goat meat and 

yams. On Wednesday, her holy day, her followers wear dark red beads to please her. 

When she enters a dancer’s body, the dance becomes frenzied. Sometimes she dances 

with arms outstretched to hold off ghosts, for she is the only goddess who can control 

them. 

 

Oya immigrated with her children to the New World and changed depending on her 

new surroundings. In Brazil, she was called Uansa; in Cuba, Olla, in Haiti, Aido-Wedo; in 

New Orleans, Brigette; she was also assimilated to the Catholic saints Theresa, Barbara 

and Catherine. Not only is she a storm goddess who rules fire, she is one of the great 

divinities of Brazilian Macumba. In Santeria she is the nine-headed mate of the lightning 

god Chango. 

 

Ritual for Samhain 

Preparation: Orange altar cloth, red candle and black candle, incense, cup of water 

Light the candles and incense and say: 

 

Oya, Great Mother Goddess, thank you for joining me tonight. I light my candles to honor 

you with the element of fire. I light the incense to honor you with the element of fire. With 

this cup of water, I honor you with the element of water. I ask you to be with me as I honor 

my female line. As a warrior goddess, protect what is yours and as a mother, you protect 
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your children. I am a strong independent woman and do what I can to protect my family. 

Thank you for your strength while I sit here tonight. Blessings to you Great Mother. 

After the ritual, I will sit while the candles and incense burn. I will reflect on my 

ancestors, my daughter and granddaughters. 

 

Hecate by Leslie Brooks 

 

Hecate is a Greek Goddess. Her name is also spelled as Hekate and also known as Trivia 

or Diana. She is the daughter of Perses and Asteria, Hecate was the only child. Hecate is 

considered a triple Goddess: as the moon Goddess she is known as Luna, as an earth 

Goddess she is known as Diana, and in the underworld she is known as the Goddess of 

witchcraft. 

 

Trivia is also known as Hecate or Diana of the crossways. Diana is given this name 

because she presided over any and all places that had three places that would meet. 

Also Diana represents the splendor of the moonlight whereas Hecate represented 

darkness and the terror of the night. Hecate haunted crossroads, graveyards, and the 

witchcraft and sorcery. She wandered at night and barking dogs were the only ones who 

could see her. She would appear in graveyards searching for souls that hadn’t made it to 

the Underworld. However, people knew of her approach because of the dogs. 

 

However, she has done some good things. She helped Demeter look for Persephone; 

with a torch Hecate spent her night looking for Persephone and she found the young 

maiden. Once the mother and daughter were reunited, Hecate became Persephone’s 

friend in the Underworld. 

 

Also according to one source Hecate has just two aspects: during the day she is pretty 

nice and benign. She has some influence on farming but during the night time hours 

she was more involved with witchcraft, tombs and ghosts. In some ways she was similar 

to Demeter who was the Goddess of Agriculture. Hecate meshed fertility with death 

(rather awkwardly) as a power of earth. 

 

Hecate is portrayed occasionally with three faces even though she sometimes was seen 

as a Goddess with only two aspects. The three heads are often depicted as a dog, a 
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snake and a horse. She sometimes was seen with two ghost hounds that served her. The 

Athenians were respectful of her and once a month would place food as an offering at a 

crossroads where her influence was felt. Hecate would haunt the three crossways with 

each face, facing each way. 

 

Hecate has many things attributed to her but with Samhain upon us, Hecate becomes 

part of the cycle of three. Due to the fact she was associated with the number three: 

three Goddesses, three faces looking in different directions and she could see the past, 

present and future. She might even have control over the stages of human existence: 

birth, life and death, which is very important in Samhain. Of course during Samhain 

birth, life and death is the whole point. So call upon her at dark because she can help 

those souls who are lost. 

 

"Hecate." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online. 

<http://www.pantheon.org/articles/h/hecate.html> 

[Accessed October 04, 2011]. 

“Hekate.” Hekate Greek Goddess of Witchcraft, ghosts and magic; mythology, pictures: 

Hekate. 

<http://www.theoi.com/Khthonios/Hekate.html> 

[Accessed October 04, 2011]. 

“Hecate.” Hecate: Titaness with an Attitude by Nancy Conner PHD 

http://www.netplaces.com/classical-mythology/the-lesser-gods/hecate-titaness-with-

an-attitude.htm [Accessed October 04, 2011]. 

Cottrell, Arthur. The Encyclopedia of Mythology. New York: Anness Publishing Limited, 

1996. 

Zimmerman, J.E. Dictionary of Classical Mythology. New York: Bantam Books, 1964 

 

Invocation to Durga by H. Byron Ballard 

 

 (For Jill’s ordination - 18 October 2007) 

 

Welcome, beautiful Mother, welcome! 

We embrace your fierce love and your determination! 

We long for your wisdom and courage and 

We look with admiration on the strong hands that shatter all obstacles 

http://www.theoi.com/Khthonios/Hekate.html
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Yet hold us in softness, unbreakable but yielding. 

Let us sit in your deep lap! 

Let us see your face when we need you 

and when we are strong through your love turn us out to face the world, 

confident in our knowing and in your grace. 

Welcome, Warrior Mother, welcome! 

Don’t let us hide when we should stride forth, 

Taking the path that leads to our growth and to the world’s good. 

Give us strong backs and quick wits that none may harm the innocent 

While we are near. 

Welcome, Dark Mother, welcome! 

Let us never fear the brilliance of the darkness! 

Bring us to face our own fears and to release them in you. 

Teach us to use the darkness for regeneration and creation. 

Remind our eyes that sleep is a blessing from you and 

That the brightest visions come only in the darkest times. 

Welcome, beautiful Mother, welcome! 

We await you as the flower awaits the honey bee, 

We await the rapture of oneness with you. 

We stand before you as your daughters and your sisters, 

Your handmaidens and your playmates. 

Welcome, beautiful, dark, warrior Mother, welcome! 

We embrace your fierce love and your determination! 

Living on a Fault Line by Jessica North-O'Connell 

 

Oya dances at the edges of my life, 

slowly shaking and inching her way, 

to the core. 

I was born at the dark of the Moon; 

the infant I was 

wore a gown of burnt orange, 

fruit too long on the tree. 

My number was 9, 

thrice 9, 
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sacred to the Great Lady, 

so they say. 

I ate green grapes, 

though drink red wine, 

and grew to love eggplant 

wrapped in its purple splendour 

I make plum butter, 

sweet as the days of late summer, 

to lick from the body 

of my lover. 

I build my life, 

piece by piece, 

carefully structured 

mindfully meditated - 

the structure falls apart. 

A life without seams 

blows to bits in the winds of change 

I love the wind; 

I ride the storms at sea 

without fear. 

Playfully, I shroud my face 

in black lace - 

they fear me 

as they fear the unknown; 

This amuses me. 

I am an Amazon 

with the soul of a Poet 

the Mother 

who, gazing into the Seer’s pool, 

spills her own secrets..... 

The ground shakes under my feet. 

Hekua Oya! 

Jessica North-O’Connell, October 14, 2000 

A bit about Oya 
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Oya, Yoruba Goddess of weather, of air and fire - tornadoes, lightning , strong winds - 

and buffalo. She is the River Niger. Oya of the funeral procession, Goddess of structural 

change. Wife of Shango, they fight together and create lightning and thunder. Honored 

and feared, don’t invoke her unless you are ready to deal with the consequences! She is 

the power of feminine leadership and she has a special place in the heart of 

Witches. She is that which is revealed as well as that which is secret, hers being the 

domain of speech yet her residence is in that which is not spoken. She is genius or 

insanity. Oya represents hard work; the sifting through chaos to perceive, or perhaps to 

create, the underlying order, which itself is subject to entropy. She is embedded in 

philosophy, yet what she represents comes apart under scrutiny. Her influence is 

observable in the oracular realms. 

 

Oya’s ritual dance is performed with ribbons or scarves twirling while the dancer spins in 

spirals, representing the winds - the winds of change. She will take you to the edge, the 

cutting edge. It is your decision whether or not to jump. She is as destructive as a storm 

at sea, yet as gentle as the summer breeze which softly caresses the cheek of your 

beloved. She embodies the full range of Feminine expressiveness. 

 

Her color is burnt orange, her number 9. Wednesday is sacred to her. Her favorite foods 

are plums, grapes, eggplant and red wine. Her metal is copper. Make a shrine to her in 

the library or study of your home. 

 

Jessica North-O'Connell: I am a founding Priestess and teacher of 13th House Mystery 

School, Victoria, B.C., and founder of Faerie Mound Covenstead. I've been a writer since 

the age of seven, when I wrote my first poem. I have two published books: Runemal: The 

Ritual of Runeplay, and The Witch's Book of Days, co-authored with two other Witches, 

and numerous articles, both print (such as The Beltane Papers) and online. Formerly I was 

editor/publisher of HICK: H.A.G.S. in the Country and Kin magazine, which I had to “close” 

while working with my husband at our restaurant, Equinox Cafe and Catering, in 

Vancouver Island's beautiful Cowichan Valley. 

 

I practice a Wisewoman approach to aromatherapy and have been teaching Middle 

Eastern (Belly) Dance in the Cowichan Valley since 2000. I am the mother of five children, 

one of whom has passed beyond; grandmother to one lovely 8-year old girl and 

companion to Chef Sean O'Connell, with whom I currently share Equinox Catering. I am 
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currently evolving my new business, Great Goddess Alive!,which will house The School for 

Magical Studies, Tribal* Life Coaching Services and a variety of other services that includes 

life readings. 

 

Right now I am living in Lake Cowichan with my husband, Dachshund/ShihTzu cross dog, 

Lilli Putian Potter, and three fabulous cats, Kwan Yin, Murrlyn and Pretty Purrl. 

email: therapeia@shaw.ca 

 

Mama Donna's Spirit Shop 

 

 

Moon Schedule from Samhain to Winter Solstice by Dawn “Belladonna” Thomas 

(Times are Eastern Time) 

2nd Quarter – November 2nd: 12:38 p.m. 

Full “Mourning” Moon – November 10th: 3:16 p.m. 

4th Quarter – November 18th: 10:09 a.m. 

New Moon – November 25th: 1:10 p.m. 

2nd Quarter – December 2nd: 4:52 a.m. 

Full “Long Nights” Moon – December 10th: 9:36 a.m. 

4th Quarter – December 17th: 7:48 p.m. 
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Moon Void of Course Schedule 

Date Starts Ends 

November 1st 5:00 p.m. 6:08 p.m. 

November 3rd 11:40 p.m. November 4th: 3:18 a.m. 

November 5th 4:05 a.m. November 6th: 2:02 p.m. 

November 9th 12:46 a.m. 2:45 a.m. 

November 11th 11:27 a.m. 3:10 p.m. 

November 13th 10:42 p.m. November 14th: 2:19 a.m. 

November 16th 12:22 a.m. 11:17 a.m. 

November 18th 2:05 p.m. 5:19 p.m. 

November 20th 5:21 p.m. 8:16 p.m. 

November 22nd 6:04 p.m. 8:58 p.m. 

November 24th 6:04 p.m. 8:57 p.m. 

November 26th 7:06 p.m. 10:05 p.m. 

November 28th 6:01 p.m. November 29th: 2:02 a.m. 

December 1st 6:27 a.m. 9:45 a.m. 

December 2nd 1:06 p.m. December 3rd: 8:51 p.m. 

December 6th 6:13 a.m. 9:34 a.m. 

December 8th 6:39 p.m. 9:52 p.m. 

December 11th 5:24 a.m. 8:26 a.m. 

December 13th 11:05 a.m. 4:48 p.m. 

December 15th 8:20 p.m. 10:58 p.m. 

December 17th 9:29 p.m. December 18th: 3:06 a.m. 

December 20th 4:49 a.m. 5:33 a.m. 

December 22nd 4:49 a.m. 7:03 a.m. 
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Planting Days 

November: 4th, 5th, 6th, 14th, 15th, 23rd, 24th 

December: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 20th, 21st 

Harvesting Days 

November: 12th, 13th, 16th, 17th 

December: 14th, 15th, 22nd 

 

Moons and the Wheel of the Year by Carmen Reyes 

 

Moon Meditation for the Season 

Persephone and the Moon of Dreams 

The Wheel of the Year marks the sun’s journey through 

the seasons. We experience the seasonal change with 

increasing darkness and cooling winds as she journeys to 

her southern station. Now is the sacred holy time of 

Samhain, the half-way point on the wheel. Sun is at 15 

degrees of Scorpio, one of the oldest signs of the zodiac - sign of the watery depths of 

primal urges. Scorpio represents inner mastery over the dark parts of our self, letting go 

of the past, transition, surrender, and release. We offer our self up to our self and 

journey to our inner sanctuary. 

 

This is a time of going deeply into the darkness of the year and embracing the dark 

balsamic moon. We come to stillness reflecting on the wisdom distilled from the moon’s 

cycle. Now is the time of seeding energy- dark red pomegranate seeds. The past is 

transformed, mysterious and dreamlike. There is a feeling of finality and the urge to 

finish up what has come before. We feel the pull of the future and reveling in prophesy, 

we point to the future. 

 

The Celtic plant which lends its power of healing to the season of Samhain is the Reed. 

The spirit energy of Reed is a healing charm that opens old wounds so that health can 

be restored. The tarot card of Death associated with Scorpio echoes this theme and asks 

what we will let go of so that healing and new growth can take place in our lives. 

Persephone, the Dark Goddess of the Underworld, rules this time of year. As the planet 

Pluto, She is the Goddess of Riches and transformations that shatter our illusions. She is 
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the dark maiden and the wise crone. As the veiled one she bestows dreams and reveals 

hidden secrets - the past surrounds us and we can look closer at what’s beneath the 

surface. 

 

On the 23rd of October, moon will be in its balsamic phase – the Moon of Dreams. To 

connect with this moon and the goddess of the season, invoke Persephone as the 

Goddess of Transformations. In a field of reed (Phragmites australis), ground and center. 

Begin by breathing deeply the cool air and the smell of drying leaves. Ground yourself in 

the murky earth below, feel yourself growing roots that secure you in the wet earth - 

feel the rustling wind around you. Raise your arms up to the sky and sway in the wind 

with the reeds - greet the dark crescent moon. Give blessings and gratitude and spend a 

few minutes being in the moment. 

 

Leave something there in the marsh, in the field of reed. Let go of something so it can 

be healed in the dark. Spend a few minutes sensing this release, then return home and 

dream. Journal your experience and take a moment each day to reflect upon the healing 

you received. A suggested affirmation: I release (name whatever you wish to release) 

and heal. Continue your focus and affirmation until Oct 26th when the moon begins its 

new phase and then your seeds of intent will begin to sprout. 

Morrigan by Leslie Brooks 

 

The Morrigan was an Irish Goddess of death, strife and fertility. She was also sometimes 

known as Morrigu. The Morrigan was made up as Triple Goddesses: Badb, Macha, and 

Nemain. Their names mean “the phantom queen.” However, she sometimes shows up as 

a single Goddess. Morrigan helped the Tuatha De Danann at both battles of Magh 

Tuireadh. In battle, the Celts believed Morrigan flew overhead, screaming in the form of 

a crow or raven. She would be calling up hosts of fallen soldiers. After the battle the 

soldiers would leave until dawn so Morrigan could claim the heads as trophies 

sometimes known as the “the Morrigan acorn drop.” Even with all of this death Morrigan 

was capable of love. 

 

She settled on the Ulster hero Cu Cuchulainn, son of the God Lugh. Cu apparently 

refused Morrigan’s affections because he failed to recognize who she was and he 

rejected her affections. He actually had four times to recognize her and he failed to 
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recognize her each time. The first time: she declared her love; the second time: he 

wounded her but she appeared to him as a hag and he gave her blessings to her and 

those blessings healed her; the third time: on his way to the battlefield he met a washer 

woman at the Ford who claimed she was washing the Cu Cuchulainn’s clothes. He was 

to be killed in battle. And lastly, Morrigan, in her triple Goddess aspect, forced Cu 

Cuchulainn to break a taboo by having him eat dog flesh. In her anger she told him she 

would hinder him in battle. He finally did die and in her crow form she landed on his 

shoulder. Cu’s shortsightedness could not see what she was offering: feminine authority. 

Morrigan is a force of her own. She can be called on for many services but useful to call 

on her individually rather than all three aspects. A good time to call upon her is during 

Samhain. This is a good time because this is the day we pray for those who have passed 

over. Also in Irish mythology Morrigan and the God Dagda made love on Samhain Eve 

while she had straddled the river Unius. This was a symbolic union of the God of Light 

and the Goddess of death as the darkness comes for the year. Samhain is, of course, the 

Celtic New Year but also the start of darkness. Morrigan does represent that darkness 

but also due to her union with Dagda there is always light. Death and destruction is not 

the end, just a remembrance of renewal for another year. 

 

"Morrigan." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online. 

http://www.pantheon.org/articles/m/morrigan.html 

[Accessed October 02, 2011]. 

“Samhain.” Halloween / Samhain | Mysterious Britain & Ireland. Halloween / Samhain | 

Mysterious Britain & Ireland[Accessed October 3, 2011] 

Cottrell, Arthur. The Encyclopedia of Mythology. New York: Anness Publishing Limited, 

1996. 

McCoy, Edain. Celtic Myth & Mythology: Harnessing the Power of the Gods and 

Goddesses: Llewellyn’s Publications, 1995 

Pagan Every Day: November 17th - Drumming by Barbara Ardinger, PhD 

 

How on earth do drumming and silence go together, Reader; we’ve been to drum jams, 

a room full of people with djembes, ashikos, doumbeks, tambourines, frame drums, and 

rattles, all going at once, making a joyous and mighty noise. 

 

http://search.yahoo.com/r/_ylt=A0oGdVk1NopOrysABAJXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0OXE2bGZ0BHNlYwNzcgRwb3MDOQRjb2xvA3NrMQR2dGlkA1FJMDE4XzE4OA--/SIG=12vbr8j0m/EXP=1317709493/**http%3a/www.mysteriousbritain.co.uk/festivals/october/halloween-samhain.html
http://search.yahoo.com/r/_ylt=A0oGdVk1NopOrysABAJXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0OXE2bGZ0BHNlYwNzcgRwb3MDOQRjb2xvA3NrMQR2dGlkA1FJMDE4XzE4OA--/SIG=12vbr8j0m/EXP=1317709493/**http%3a/www.mysteriousbritain.co.uk/festivals/october/halloween-samhain.html
http://search.yahoo.com/r/_ylt=A0oGdVk1NopOrysABAJXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTE0OXE2bGZ0BHNlYwNzcgRwb3MDOQRjb2xvA3NrMQR2dGlkA1FJMDE4XzE4OA--/SIG=12vbr8j0m/EXP=1317709493/**http%3a/www.mysteriousbritain.co.uk/festivals/october/halloween-samhain.html
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Joyous, yes. Mighty, yes. Noise? No. I’ve studied with Layne Redmond and once took a 

lesson from Arthur Hull. They both teach that we don’t need to be what Hull calls 

“hippie thunder drummers,” guys who drum louder than everyone else. When I went to 

a full moon drum jam the other night, the leader said it in another way: “We drum to 

express, not to impress.” Drumming can be loud, especially with a community drum in 

the room, but if you’re attentive to the patterns of the rhythms, you’ll hear the silences. 

It’s those silences in the rhythms that we drum to. Not to fill them. To decorate them. As 

when we’re chanting the MA chant, the magic happens when we can’t hear ourselves. 

That’s when we’re “in the groove.” We can’t hear our own drum, but we feel the groove. 

Our muscle memory is overriding our left brain, which keeps wanting to count. Our 

souls are in our drumming fingers. 

 

I used to drum every full moon with a group of New Agers. Most of them played frame 

drums with mallets. ONE, two, three, four was all they could produce with their mallets. 

So I took my doumbek and played beledi rhythms in the silences of their ONE, two, 

three, four: DOUM, DOUM, tek-a-tek-a, DOUM tek-a, tek-a. It got our hearts beating 

together. It entrained us with each other. It silenced our monkey-chattery minds. 

Drumming together brought us to the edge of ecstasy and into the groove. We were in 

resonance with the rhythms of the drums and the dancing of the universe. 

 

Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D. (www.barbaraardinger.com), is the author of Pagan Every Day: 

Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives (RedWheel/Weiser, 2006), a unique 

daybook of daily meditations, stories, and activities. Her earlier books are Finding New 

Goddesses, Quicksilver Moon, Goddess Meditations, and Practicing the Presence of the 

Goddess. Her day job is freelance editing for people who don't want to embarrass 

themselves in print. Barbara lives in southern California. To purchase a signed copy of 

Finding New Goddesses, just send Barbara an email at bawriting@earthlink.net 

Pagan Every Day: November 3rd - Silence by Barbara Ardinger, PhD 

 

November is a month of growing silence. The days are noticeably shorter and, at least 

where I grew up, gray, cloudy, and often rainy. It has always seemed to me that the 

month is closing in on itself that people are turning inward. Even today in southern 

California, I feel that delicious melancholy of tiny silences, slender endings, and secret 

closings. 

http://www.barbaraardinger.com/
mailto:bawriting@earthlink.net
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In the novel The Secret Life of Bees, when the teenage protagonist encounters the face of 

the Black Virgin on a jar of honey, she thinks, “I realized it for the first time in my life: 

there is nothing but mystery in the world, how it hides behind the fabric of our poor, 

browbeat days, shining brightly, and we don’t even know it. 

 

A major component of mystery is silence. True mystery is that which cannot be spoken. 

Mystery is the silence that whispers or shines if we have ears to hear it, but it makes no 

audible sound. Notice – I can’t even write about mystery without using paradoxical 

language. We need silence, the silence that seeps into us and, yes, enlightens our 

darkness. 

 

For two millennia, women in the standard-brand churches have been admonished to be 

silent. The silence surrounding the Black Virgins is, as they say, deafening. We know that 

many of the Black Virgins are remnants of pagan goddesses. What is the mystery of the 

official silence concerning them? Is silence perhaps not only golden but also black? 

Reader, what do you see as the value of silence? Think about rituals you’ve been to 

where silence rises, sometimes spontaneously, and authentic magic happens. Think 

about the silence of meditation, of inner prayer. Have you ever spent a day in which you 

did not utter a word to another living being? Let silence be present in your life this 

month. 

 

Barbara Ardinger, Ph.D. (www.barbaraardinger.com), is the author of Pagan Every Day: 

Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives (RedWheel/Weiser, 2006), a unique 

daybook of daily meditations, stories, and activities. Her earlier books are Finding New 

Goddesses, Quicksilver Moon, Goddess Meditations, and Practicing the Presence of the 

Goddess. Her day job is freelance editing for people who don't want to embarrass 

themselves in print. Barbara lives in southern California. To purchase a signed copy of 

Finding New Goddesses, just send Barbara an email at bawriting@earthlink.net 

 

  

http://www.barbaraardinger.com/
mailto:bawriting@earthlink.net
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Poetry by Aaralyn Terra: Spider 

 

Spider 

by Aaralyn Terra 

Spider spider weave your web 

Spider spider connect your thread 

Follow it from me to you 

Back once more, around and through 

Weaving lives like silken strands 

      Each one of us held in her hands 

 

Artwork: Breakthrough, 2010 was created by Orna 

Ben-Shoshan 

Samhain -- Nature's Holy Day for Managing Seasonal Affective Disorder by S. Kelley 

Harrell 

 

In the Northern Hemisphere, neopagans celebrate Samhain as the last harvest, the point 

at which the day has shortened and winter is setting in. Some modern pagans consider 

it the "witch's new year," though in other traditions, Samhain marked only the end of the 

year. The beginning of the year, the "new year," came with the promise of light's return 

at Yule, several weeks later. The span between the two stellar points was 

considered untime -- a sacred experience outside our usual observation of time and 

space. Thus, an understanding of cyclic "Dead Time," or "Dark Time," entered our 

consciousness. 

 

Seen as an auspiciously magickal time due to its precise occurrence between the 

autumnal equinox and winter solstice, Samhain was associated with the point between 

life and death. It was an occasion for bonfires, the alchemical recipients of fetishes 

representing requests for healing, needs to be addressed. There was dancing and 

expressions of gratitude for the harvest, food set aside for the ancestors and protective 

spirits. From this "thinning of the veil" sprang rituals honoring the dead, as well as 

acknowledging the need for light. 
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Despite celebration, it isn't difficult to imagine that our ancestors despaired at the sun's 

retreat. Even after a bountiful harvest, winters were hard. Without the comforts that 

keep us warm, fed, and well, back then people and livestock didn't survive the elements. 

The psychological ramifications of fearing what must have been perceived as the planet 

forsaken are not to be underestimated. More than a mere lull between seasons, 

Samhain represented a snuffing of inner light. For this reason, the necessity of 

impeccably understanding the experience of consciousness between spirit and form was 

called for. How else would one mentally sustain a long, dark winter that bore no 

assurance of survival? 

 

In our modern lives we don't generally explore our capability of handling diminishing 

inner reserves unless or until we are pushed by circumstance to do so. We do, however, 

understand the shadowy presence of seasonal affective conditions that plague so many 

in the winter months. I've often wondered if we still honored Samhain as the natural 

time of purging of fear and uncertainty, if we would handle challenging times during the 

rest of the year better. If we wildly danced around fires facing our deepest insecurities, 

fears and hungers, knowing that nature would assure us exactly the courage, inspiration 

and hopes that feed us most, would we still find ourselves in shadow? Would we have as 

many fetishes to throw on the bonfire? Would we carry as much stress from one harvest 

to the next? Could we put our demons down? 

 

I know it's still several weeks away, but the last harvest is upon us, which means a 

chance to explore our own darkness and reserves is coming, too. Take some time now 

to think about the accomplishments of this year. What needs to be let go and thrown on 

a magickally purifying fire? What seeds should be carried forward to plant next year? 

What inner wisdom sustains us to know the difference? 

 

I invite you to learn more about Samhain, nature's holy days, and the role they play in 

cleansing and supporting a healthy human psyche in Barbara Ardinger's "Pagan Every 

Day: Finding the Extraordinary in Our Ordinary Lives," and Donna Henes' "Celestially 

Auspicious Occasions: Seasons, Cycles, & Celebrations." 

Read more about Kelley and her work as a deathwalker at Intentional Insights. 

 

  

http://www.globalgoddess.org/oracle/samhain_2011/%20http:/www.amazon.com/Pagan-Every-Day-Extraordinary-Ordinary/dp/157863332X
http://www.globalgoddess.org/oracle/samhain_2011/%20http:/www.amazon.com/Pagan-Every-Day-Extraordinary-Ordinary/dp/157863332X
http://www.globalgoddess.org/oracle/samhain_2011/%20http:/www.amazon.com/Celestially-Auspicious-Occasions-Seasons-Celebrations/dp/0399522107%3FSubscriptionId%3D0JJEH4PKQM4ZHS8QY102%26tag%3Dthehuffingtop-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative%3D165953%26creativeASIN%3D0399522107
http://www.globalgoddess.org/oracle/samhain_2011/%20http:/www.amazon.com/Celestially-Auspicious-Occasions-Seasons-Celebrations/dp/0399522107%3FSubscriptionId%3D0JJEH4PKQM4ZHS8QY102%26tag%3Dthehuffingtop-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative%3D165953%26creativeASIN%3D0399522107
http://www.intentionalinsights.com/
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When the Veils Unraveled by Mavesper Cy Ceridwen 

 

And in that which was the morning between the times, she smiled slowly. She had 

already done it time and time again, and now was the time to begin it anew. That was 

how she felt at every turn of the Wheel which, inexorably, went on with its unending 

dance, unconcerned for all. 

 

She leaned over the window’s lintel and saw at a distance the dust of many horses 

galloping. Ah, news, it was about time! 

 

She neatly arranged her luxuriant fair hair, which was already interspersed with white, 

making it shine even more. She looked at her hands, with the aging spots already 

appearing, the veins getting bluish, while counting in the time the marches of her many 

lives. 

 

“– And which woman doesn’t have them – both the spots and the many lives?” 

 

That thought made her smile; in love and wisdom, this was the secret of all the cycles: to 

learn the lessons, even the most bitter, with joy and a certain seriousness, a mixture of 

feigned indifference, a touch of cynicism. To learn to see the ephemeral fade away, with 

humor rather than groans. 

 

She ran down the stairs, forgetting she was not so young anymore. She ran to meet she 

who was getting down from a white magnificent horse: “Greetings, my Mother!” said the 

small precious lass. The girl who galloped so long her face showed the accumulated 

fatigue. The pink of her complexion reminded of the roses of Litha, while the golden 

brown of her eyes brought the memories of the leaves of Mabon. 

 

“Mother, where is He?” – She looked around, impatient and fearful she had arrived too 

late. 

 

She smiled, but it was a sad smile. “Come child.” And the Lady guided her to an internal 

courtyard where the light filtered by the falling afternoon tasted sweet, and the singing 

of the birds and the thousands of smells reminded of the distant Spring. How that niche 

of warmth and coziness could exist, while miraculously preserving the times of heat, was 
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a thing no one could explain. Only the Lady and her power of Mystery and preservation 

could achieve it, but there was a limit to everything. If you looked closely at the roses, 

you’d notice the leaves already eroded by the chilly wind, the birds migrating every day 

to warmer places, the animals fleeing to start their hibernation. Everything spoke of the 

Sun’s death. 

 

But nothing could speak more about the Sun’s death than the seeing of Him, agonizing. 

Though pale, He didn’t seem to suffer. He had given himself over wisely to his own 

destiny, and a brightness of enthusiasm passed as a flash over his eyes: “Hello, my 

beloved Child! Hello, Daughter of the Sun!” He reached out in a gentle caress, and then 

the youngster knew all the love the Father nourished for Her. 

 

He started: “My daughter, this is a farewell, and although it never ceases to be hard, nor 

sad, I say – rejoice, because it is the time to celebrate Life which is always the same, the 

joy that is never lost and which escorts me even in my return to Her womb.” He reached 

out to the Lady’s pregnant womb and caressed it as well. 

 

“When tomorrow the flutes play their mourning and my soul rise with the flight of the 

first bird that gets it, when the bird drop it in the land, as a seed, I shall sprout. I will be 

again the Youngster Who Spreads the Pollen, the Green Man, he who is the Lord over 

everything that grows. And I shall run again in the Great Hunt with the deer, as is written 

in the cycle of all the times, where the Universe never ends and the soul of everything 

that exists is created and recreated with every spark of time.” 

 

She only thought, without asking the question. She thought: “Father, what a 

waste! Everything is born, grows, dies, the farewell is so sad and everything comes back. 

Will it never end, do not you challenge it? Do not you desire it to end?” 

 

But He, already close to the undoing into Her Great Womb, heard every thought and 

answered, smooth as the caressing of a plume. “Ah daughter, every cycle is She who 

commands” and pointed to the Mother. The girl turned her eyes upon Her for a 

moment of mute anger. She, who already knew that reaction, smiled sweetly. She 

reached for her daughter, who huddled herself and said: “Small child, the lesson of the 

cycles is, in truth, the only lesson in nature. In it dwell the miracle of multiplication, the 
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blessing of growth, the harvesting of all, the everlasting fructify and the scythe which 

never ceases. Wasteful? But, my love, all that I do is for You!” 

 

The young one turned to Her with astonished eyes: 

“How come, you need to kill Him for me???” 

 

The Lady went on: 

“Yes, as when you ask me for Light, I have to produce it in a birth of stars – and that 

explodes worlds. When you ask me for bread, it is His body that I reap to serve at your 

table. When you ask me for water, I open my entrails in a hearty offering that nourishes 

you. Life feeds on Life; this is the down-to-earth lesson of the cycles: so that the Wheel 

may spin, the reaping is needed, so that Life may continue, the dying is needed. So that 

things may change, the letting go is needed.” 

 

And she raised her silver scythe, bright to the light of the Moon already rising. She 

touched lightly the forehead of the dying one, who presently smiled, already in the 

deeps of Her cozy womb. 

 

The Youngster blinked, looking at the body which glowed with the color of the setting 

Sun and was melting away in a golden liquid, feeding the Earth. 

 

And the Lady said: “Today smile and celebrate, today sing and remember, the Father 

Hunter is gone and is coming back.” She took Her hand and put over the pregnant belly. 

“Feel my Daughter, His Life in my guts.” 

 

In that exact moment, the girl writhed in pain and the blood flowed abundantly down 

her thighs and legs and fed the land. And She knew her first blood moon in that exact 

moment. The Lady smiled and pointed out the celebration had to be even greater: they 

were now sisters in all aspects. 

 

And both, embraced, left the garden, where the first snowflakes fell and, colored with 

the blood of the Maiden, fed the apple trees. 
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This is the Day of Samhain, the day in which the apples taste of nostalgia and of future, 

the day in which the Mother, who is already the Crone, consoles the Maiden, who is 

Herself. 

 

And They, Those Whose Name Cannot be Spoken, united by the profound love to the 

Father who is gone and will return as Boy again, are still together, resting in the dark, 

until the dawn of a new time of the Sun. 

 

PRAYER TO THE LADY OF SAMHAIN 

Lady 

Make my life a hymn to Thee 

May my voice sing thy songs, 

May my fingers describe thy wonders 

May my mind receive and translate thy words. 

Oh, Mother, the earth is thine, as I am thine. 

Oh, Mother, the earth is mine, as Thou art mine. 

Lady of All that exists, 

Lady of All there is 

Teach me the simplest lesson: 

that by Thee I always know how to dream, 

that by Thee I learn how to glow! 

And in the colored powder of the stars of thy robe, 

May Thou smile at every tear, every cry. 

And in the spark of life that is going away, 

Thou shall always be loved and in love with us. 

(Translation to English by Chronos Phaenon Eosphoros) 

 

 


